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ABSTRACT

Our aim is to identify periods of restrictive versus expansionary economic policy in the euro area in the last
two decades. We firstly conducted the study for identifying the dominant trend in fiscal policies and then in
monetary policies. We studied several fiscal outputs, focusing on the cyclical adjusted primary balance. We
also analysed the European long-term and short-term interest rates. The study was conducted for several
windows, namely for 3-, 4- and 5-year periods. Additional procedures were conducted for robustness
checks, namely the study of structural breaks in the analysed time series as well as a study of them recurring
to Markov-Switching Regimes models. For most of the analysed periods and subperiods of the series, we
concluded for the presence of expansionary policies either in the fiscal or in monetary European domains.
Finally, the results and the analysis of dependencies in the euro area economy favour the evidence that
economic authorities in the euro area have sought to coordinate monetary and fiscal policy to stabilise the
economy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the EU, the freedom of national authorities at conducting fiscal and monetary policies is
limited by the Maastricht Treaty and Stability and Growth Pact. The first aim of the article is to
identify periods of restrictive versus expansionary economic policies in the Eurozone (EZ) in the
context of policy-mix coordination, the nature of these policies and their mutual impact on the
economy. Secondly, we want to contribute to the clarification of the dominant force of the EZ,
namely we want to check whether the restrictive or expansionary policies have been the most
evidenced policies in the Euro project.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the review of studies focused on
the debate about the coordination of policy mix and the directions of monetary and fiscal
policies in the European economies. In Section 3 the expansiveness and restrictiveness of
monetary and fiscal policies in the EZ were tested through the descriptive methodology pur-
posed by authors like Czy_zewski – Kułyk (2010) and through a robustness analysis of structural
breaks and Markov-switching regimes in the observed series. The last section presents the
conclusions.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

As we have a diversity of instruments for monetary and fiscal policies, we also have a diversity of
‘target’ dimensions in monetary and fiscal policies (Bennett – Loayza 2000). In monetary pol-
icies, dimensions like the various subsets of money supply (M1, M2, M3, . . .) or the different
interest rates (usually divided in short-term or long-term rates) tend to be identified as monetary
outcomes. In fiscal policies, the primary balance (i.e., the difference between public revenues and
public expenses without the charge of interests’ expenses from public indebtedness) or the
relationship between the primary balance to other economic aggregates, like its percentage in a
country’s GDP, has been found as the most commonly discussed outcomes (Samuelson 1968).
According to that approach a notion of coordination was formulated by Nordhaus (1994), who
claimed that a coordinated macroeconomic policy is observed when central banks’ interest rates
adjust appropriately so that effects of fiscal policy can be neutralised.

Authors of the Keynesian school tended to discuss the impact of fiscal and monetary policy
on the economy using an IS-LM model, i.e., a synthetic representation of the “investment-
saving” (IS) and “liquidity preference-money supply” (LM) curves, graphed on a two axes-in-
terest rate (ordinates) and real output in goods and services market plus money market (ab-
scissa). The expansiveness or restrictiveness of both policies were expressed in this model
through the appropriate shift of the curves. In turn, preference for the expansive fiscal policy was
related to the departure from the classical theory of public finance – identified with the principle
of balanced budget. Keynesians argued that the expansive fiscal policy and connected budget
deficit are allowed to counteract the short-term declines in economic activity and additional
expenses through multiplier effects which contributed to employment and product growth
(Fand 1969; Snowdon et al. 1996; Midthjell 2011).

In the Euro Area (EA) the debate about policy-mix (Flanagan et al. 2011) has been based on
a common monetary policy for all members of the Monetary and Economic Union (EMU) and
different/autonomous national fiscal policies (Jacquet – Pisani-Ferry 2001; Buti 2003; von
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Hagen – Mundschenk 2003; von Hagen 2004; Canzoneri et al. 2006; Ferr�e 2008; Pisani-Ferry
2012; Cabral – Garcia 2015). Here, we should refer to the results of Badarau – Levieuge (2011),
who discussed whether the policy-mix was suitable to the EMU in a context of financial het-
erogeneity. Using dynamic, stochastic general equilibrium model (DSGE), they detailed relevant
implications for the policy-mix coordination. They have ascertained that the centralised mon-
etary policy was more advantageous than the national monetary policies. They also have found
that the national budget policies can mitigate cyclical divergences. Nevertheless, the analysis of
various cases of policy-mix shows certain advantage of the common budget and it allows better
price stability in the EMU.

In the case when the economic authorities are unwilling to cooperate with each other, Nash
equilibria generates higher levels of inflation and lower levels of production compared with the
best solution achievable under the given circumstances (but still not optimal, because of the
disturbances caused by the fiscal policy). The reason for this is a mismatch between the central
bank seeking to reduce production and inflation below the levels set by the government and the
government pursuing a fiscal policy increasing inflation and production above the levels defined
by the central bank. This is a case of an inflationary fiscal policy partly offset by the monetary
policy (Dixit – Lambertini 2003).

Since the integrated discussion provided by Haberler (1976), the coordinated monetary and
fiscal policies are still an open debate. Analysis of the models based on game theory indicates that
the coordination of these policies would be beneficial for the economy (Clarida et al. 2000;
Badarau – Levieuge 2011; Cui 2016). The harmonisation of these two policies limits the sources of
conflict, leads to the minimisation of costs of maintaining price stability and contributes to the
greater stability of the financial system (Sargent – Wallace 1981; Blake – Weale 1998; Demertzis
et al. 2002; Dixit – Lambertini 2003; Chadha – Nolan 2007). The use of these models allows to
observe the problems also arising from the conflict of monetary and fiscal authorities (Payer
1974). A lack of such coordination was criticised, e.g., by Nordhaus (1994) and Saulo et al. (2013).

The various analysis show that the combinations of economic policies are depending on the
total level of aggregate demand that can be influenced by the fiscal policy, the monetary policy
and their combination. Studies from Kuttner (2002) or from Stiglitz (2007) attribute a major role
for the central bank in maintaining macroeconomic stability in the country to the insufficient
flexibility of a fiscal policy as a stabilisation tool. In models like Kuttner (2002), a fiscal policy is
assumed to produce a demand shock that should be offset by the monetary authorities.

Relevant conclusions in the context of our research were also presented by Woroniecka-
Leciejewicz (2015) indicating that under the influence of changes in the central bank and
government priorities, the optimal fiscal and monetary responses change and, as a result, the
Nash equilibrium shifts (equilibrium as a choice of policy mix). When the fiscal authorities plan
a higher growth rate, the optimal budgetary response becomes more expansive. Additionally, a
change in the priorities of the monetary authorities, like permitting a higher level of inflation (by
lower interest rates), causes a shift in the optimum monetary strategies resulting in a more
expansive monetary policy.

In the debate of expansiveness or restrictiveness of fiscal, monetary or economic policy,
Czy_zewski – Kułyk (2010) examined whether the impact of a specific policy was significant into
the macroeconomic situation. The analysis comprised determination of a dominant option of
economic policy understood in such a way that within the business cycles a level of interest rate
or budget deficit was changing more extensively. In order to set a dominant option of economic
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policy they used a pendulum model, in which economic policy was perceived as a synthetic
indicator of the effects of fiscal and monetary policy. Monetary policy was determined as a
standardized indicator of a level of long-term interest rate, whereas fiscal policy as a stan-
dardized indicator of a budget deficit level. It was observed that business cycle had crucial
importance.

Summing up the discussion on the impact of monetary and fiscal policies restrictiveness/
expansiveness on the economy it must be added that a policy mix has a particular sense in the
extraordinary conditions such as the financial crisis. Fiscal and monetary policies have influence
on macroeconomic stability (Haberler 1976; Stiglitz 2007; Daianu 2019; Dallago 2019). The lack
of an appropriate policy mix has not been found beneficial for economies. That is why this issue
is so essential and should not be marginalized by the authorities (Stawska 2017). Additionally,
within this debate and following authors like Czy_zewski – Kułyk (2010) or Chiritescu –
Andrasiu (2010), the coordination mix must be analysed, especially for the European economic
integration project. If there is nowadays a certain convergence of the mainstream authors with
Haberler (1976) or with Stiglitz (2007) when these authors recognise fiscal and monetary pol-
icies are not innocuous and these policies do impact the economies, we cannot argue that there
is a convergence whether the European policy has majorly been driven by the expansionary or
restrictive policies along the last decades.

Author like Sarmento (2018) has argued that the European integration project has been,
since its origin, a ‘pro-keynesian’ project, born in the peak of post-World War II Keynesianism’s
reputation. So, they claim the expansionary policies have dominated the Economic orientation,
especially in EZ. By a reverse perspective, the studies from Driffil (2016) claim that monetarism
has dominated the European integration project especially in the last decades. Authors like
Binatli – Sohrabji (2019) reinforced the argument by making in evidence that the European
common policies have been dominated by the pressure issued by the European Central Bank
(ECB), and so, the restrictive policies have been the major characteristic of the European eco-
nomic policy.

3. DATA SOURCES AND THE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

We used the data for the EZ from the Eurostat and IMF databases in the case of fiscal indicator
as general government (GG) deficit (Eurostat) and as cyclically adjusted primary balance (IMF)
excluding net interest payment (interest expenditure minus interest revenue). In the case of the
monetary indicator as short-term and long-term interest rates data were from the Eurostat
database (Short-term interest rates as money market interest rates – 3-month rate and long-term
interest rates as the EMU convergence criterion series – annual data).

We started our analysis with the method used by Czy_zewski – Kułyk (2010) as well as by
Kope�c (2015). The application of the pendulum principle in economic policy stems from the
need for economic policy to converge with the business cycle, mitigate its negative effects and,
most importantly, maintain a decent level of economic growth (Basu – Taylor 1999). The use of
the pendulum model for fiscal and monetary policy is intended to identify significant changes in
the economic instability. These studies analysed variations of different tools of economic policy.
In our suggestion nominal interest rates were used for discussing the drift of monetary policy
(either considering the short-term or long-term interest rates). As an instrument of fiscal policy
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(conducted by the government), these studies recurred to the deficit of the General Government1

sector in relation to GDP (in the first version) and cyclically adjusted primary balance as % of
potential GDP (in the second version) were applied (d at Eq. (1)). The relative change in the
interest rate, r at Eq. (1) – (long-term or short-term interest rates) as well as the budget deficit
and cyclically adjusted primary balance were then calculated based on the following formulas:

d ¼ dt � dt−1
dt−1

; r ¼ rt � rt−1
rt−1

(1)

In order to determine options in monetary and fiscal policy, the indicators were standardized
by presenting deviations from the average level for the examined period (X), as well as adopting
a specific volatility index correcting the level of deviations expressed by standard deviation
(S(x)). To this end, the following formulas were used (Czy_zewski et al. 2006):

d0 ¼
�
dt � X

�
SðxÞ

; r0 ¼
�
rt � X

�
SðxÞ

(2)

where X – arithmetic mean observed in the period; SðxÞ – standard deviation of the period.
For monetary policy, when the standardized long-term interest rate ratio is positive, then we

can talk about the restrictive nature of monetary policy (as interest rates have risen) and when it
is negative then monetary policy is classified as expansive because interest rates have decreased
in relation to the previous period. For fiscal policy, when the standardised budget deficit ratio is
positive then the government pursues an expansionary fiscal policy (because the deficit has
increased) and when the ratio is negative – the government is considered as maintaining a
restrictive fiscal policy (because the deficit has decreased compared to the previous period).

While setting a direction of economic policy ðPeÞ the resultant of options used in monetary
ðPmÞ and fiscal policy ðPf Þ was applied using the formula (Czy_zewski et al. 2006):

Pe ¼ Pm � Pf (3)

When the difference value is negative, we have an expansive economic policy, meaning that
the expansive effort overcomes the restrictive one. On the other hand, in the case of a positive
difference, economic policy is restrictive.

The temporal window is relevant in the discussion too. Originally, it was also assumed that
the business cycle lasts 3 years. The choice of the 3-year cycle in this article was based on
Kitchin’s short business cycles lasting 3–4 years or 2–4 years (and more accurate Kitchin’s
studies indicate on average 3.9 years of the business cycle) (Grinin et al. 2014; Piech 2001, 2002).
Hence, due to the high frequency of changes on the financial markets in recent decades, it was
decided to use the 3-year business cycle in this study. Additionally, options for fiscal, monetary
and economic policy were also examined for 4-year and 5-year periods, due to alternative in-
sights provided by Prusvic (2010) or Jones (2009).

1The general government sector is defined as consisting “of institutional units which are non-market producers whose
output is intended for individual and collective consumption, and are financed by compulsory payments made by units
belonging to other sectors, and institutional units principally engaged in the redistribution of national income and
wealth” (ESA 2010).
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3.1. Dominant trends in European fiscal policy

Table 1 presents the results concerning the direction of fiscal policy in the EZ between 1999 and
2017. In the EA countries, fiscal policy is subject to the competence of national authorities; the
effects of their actions affect other countries in the EZ and the EU having an impact on their
macroeconomic situation (Leiner-Killinger – Nerlich 2019). The EZ countries, however, do not
have complete freedom to conduct their national fiscal policies. It was already stipulated under

Table 1. Direction of fiscal policy in the Eurozone, 2000–2017

Years

GG budget
deficit in
% GDP

Annual relative
change in GG budget
deficit (Percentage

point)

Standardized ratio
of change in deficit

(d’ at Eq. (2))

Fiscal policy in
windows of
3- years

(Percentage
point)

Restrictiveness/
Expansiveness of
fiscal policy

1999 �1.5 – –

2000 �0.5 �0.7 �0.9 0.7 Expansionary

2001 �2.0 3 2.8

2002 �2.7 0.4 0.1

2003 �3.2 0.2 �0.04 �0.2 Restrictive

2004 �3.0 �0.1 �0.3

2005 �2.6 �0.1 �0.4

2006 �1.5 �0.4 �0.7 0.2 Expansionary

2007 �0.7 �0.5 �0.8

2008 �2.2 2.1 1.9

2009 �6.3 1.9 1.7 0.3 Expansionary

2010 �6.2 �0.02 �0.2

2011 �4.2 �0.3 �0.6

2012 �3.7 �0.1 �0.3 �0.4 Restrictive

2013 �3.0 �0.2 �0.4

2014 �2.5 �0.2 �0.4

2015 �2.0 �0.2 �0.4
�0.5

Restrictive

2016 �1.5 �0.3 �0.5

2017 �0.9 �0.4 �0.6

2018 X X x – –

Note: Based on GG deficit in 3-year periods.
Source: Own elaboration based on the Eurostat database.
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the EU Treaty that there are restrictions imposed on the countries joining the EU concerning the
conduct of fiscal policy in the form of fiscal rules so that they cannot exceed the maximum
amount of public debt and budget deficit representing 60% of GDP and 3% of GDP, respectively.
Further principles are included in the Stability and Growth Pact obligating the EZ countries to
implement the appropriate budgetary targets in the form of balancing or achieving a surplus in
the medium term (ECB Monthly Bulletin, March 2011: 77). At this point, we should also note
that fiscal policy is very heterogeneous between the countries in the EZ. Due to the lack of fiscal
adjustment in some highly-indebted member states, fiscal policies are insufficiently adjusted,
resulting in a slightly expansionary and pro-cyclical fiscal stance (European Parliament Briefing
2016).

In the period between 2000 and 2002, the governments of the countries in the EZ conducted
an expansionary fiscal policy with the GG deficit ratios not exceeding the reference value from
Maastricht i.e., 3% of GDP. This deficit started to grow slightly until 2003 when it reached 3.2%,
but in response to such a situation in the EZ, a restrictive fiscal policy (2003–2005) was applied
afterwards. Due to the increasing GG deficit between 2006 and 2008, an expansionary fiscal
policy was identified. The expansionary direction of fiscal policy was continued also in the
period between 2009 and 2011; this was a period of significant increase in GG deficits in the EA,
which in 2009–2010 amounted to 6.3% and 6.2% of GDP, respectively.

There were many factors that contributed to this situation. First and foremost, it was the
financial crisis (Carlberg 2012; Pop et al. 2011) and, consequently, the fiscal crisis that mainly
comprised Greece, Italy, Spain, Ireland and Portugal. The continuous increase in expenditure in
relation to budget revenues and the financing of current liabilities from the sale of sovereign
bonds translated into a failure to meet the fiscal criteria included in the Treaty on the func-
tioning of the EU (Armingeon – Baccaro 2012). The expansive fiscal policy in the EZ countries
contributed to measures aimed at a more coordinated and reinforced fiscal policy. So, in 2010,
the European Commission introduced changes in the Stability and Growth Pact aimed at
tightening the budgetary discipline of the member countries.

In the context of the public finance crisis and introduced rules and regulations, in order to
limit the GG deficit in the EZ, it was preferred to conduct a restrictive fiscal policy between 2012
and 2017. In 2017, the GG deficit was 0.9% of GDP which showed a significant improvement if
compared to years like 2011–2014.

The differences in the fiscal policy option in the analysed period based on cyclically adjusted
balance in comparison to the GG deficit policy. We noted differences in two periods, namely in
the years 2003–2005 and 2015–2017. In the case of fiscal policy measured by a cyclically adjusted
balance, the fiscal policy was expansionary in contrast to the restrictive policy measured by GG
deficit in two distinguished periods (Tables 1 and 2). We noted that in 2003–2005 the gov-
ernments mostly pursued an expansive fiscal policy (as a result of the actions of governments
from the EZ) similar to that in 2015–2017. It may be related to the relatively stable economic
situation before the crisis of 2008–2009 and improvement of the economic situation after the last
financial crisis.

Observing the fiscal policy options based on the cyclically adjusted primary balance, in the
analysed period divided into 4-year and 5-year periods, we notice slight differences.3 However,

3Results available on request.
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we also found an evidence favouring expansionary policies dominating along the observed
period with the exception of the years 2010–2014 (dominated by a restrictive direction). By so
far, we can argue these evidences have favoured Sarmento (2018).2

Table 2. Direction of fiscal policy in the Eurozone between 2000 and 2018

Years

Cyclically
adjusted primary
balance as % of
potential GDP

Annual relative
change in primary

balance
(Percentage

point)

Standardized
ratio of change

in Primary
balance (d’ at

Eq. (2))

Fiscal policy in
specific 3-years

period
(Percentage

point)

Restrictiveness/
Expansiveness of
fiscal policy

1999 2.2 – –

2000 2.3 �0.05 0.2 0.2 Expansionary

2001 0.6 0.7 0.3

2002 0.1 0.8 0.3

2003 0.05 0.6 0.3 0.2 Expansionary

2004 �0.06 2.2 0.3

2005 0.1 �2.6 0.1

2006 0.3 �2.0 0.1 0.2 Expansionary

2007 0.3 �0.1 0.2

2008 �0.9 3.7 0.4

2009 �2.3 1.6 0.3 0.2 Expansionary

2010 �2.7 0.1 0.2

2011 �1.3 �0.5 0.2

2012 �0.01 �1.0 0.2 �1.3 Restrictive

2013 1.0 �108.3 �4.2

2014 1.0 �0.01 0.2

2015 1.0 �0.02 0.2 0.2 Expansionary

2016 1.0 �0.01 0.2

2017 0.9 �0.08 0.2

2018 0.9 �0.01 0.2 – –

Note: Based on cyclically adjusted primary balance in 3-year periods.
Source: Own elaboration based on the IMF database.

2With regard to the budget deficit, in the event of a budget surplus, the sign should be changed to the opposite one, so
that the negative value means a reduction of the deficit or an increase in the budget surplus, and the positive represents
the opposite phenomena.
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3.2. Robustness checks – structural breaks and Markov-switching regimes in the series

For testing the robustness of these findings, we recurred to two econometric techniques found
useful for identifying structural breaks and regimes’ changes in time series. Therefore, we used
the technique for identifying multiple time breaks, and afterwards, we recurred to the identified
“Markov-Switching models”.

As Mourao (2018) refers “The history of the analysis of structural breaks in time series is well
documented in works like Aue and Horvath (2013) or Lu and Ito (2008). From the first gen-
erations, focused on testing the statistical significance of structural breaks identified for precise
moments (like the Chow test), we now have tests for unknown dates. Within these modern tests,
we find the tests for multiple time breaks, like Clemente et al. (1998), whose critical values were
previously suggested by Perron and Vogelsang (1992).”

The test of Clemente et al. (1998) let us analyse the nature of the break, differentiating between
sudden breaks in the series (‘additive outliers’) or smooth changes (‘innovational outliers’). Mourao –
Martinho (2016) referred that tests like that of Clemente et al. (1998) have additional convenience
properties because they do not have so many restrictions on the stationarity of the series as tests like
Bai – Perron (2003) impose, for instances, that the series must be I(0); i.e., stationary at the levels.

Using the forms of Baum (2015), we made bt referring to our series of the cyclically adjusted
primary balance for each year (t) between 1999 and 2015. To test the presence of multiple
additive outliers, we estimated the following system of Eq. (4):

bt ¼ aþ d1DU1t þ d2DU2t þ et

et ¼
Xk
i¼1

w1iDTb1;t−i þ
Xk
i¼1

w2iDTb2;t−i þ ret−i þ
Xk
i¼1

qiΔet−i þ zt
(4)

DU1t 5 1 for the year t after the first break time and zero, otherwise. Equivalently, DU2t is equal
to 1 for the time observation t after the second break time and zero, otherwise. Tb1 and Tb2 identify
the break points to be analysed by grid search (i.e., by identifying the minimal t-ratio for the
hypothesis r5 1). Following Baum (2015), we used DTbm,t 5 1 for t5 Tbm þ 1 and 0 for m5 1, 2.

To test r5 1 with the presence of innovational outliers, we analyzed the model provided by
Eq. (5) (Baum 2015):

bt ¼ aþ d1DU1t þ d2DU2t þ w1DTb1;t þ w2DTb2;t þ abt−i þ
Xk
i¼1

qiΔbt−i þ zt (5)

Table 3’s columns 1 and 2 show the results from the tests of Clemente et al. (1998) on the
series of standardized ratio of change in primary balance (1999–2018) (Figs 1 and 2).

Table 3 suggests that the series composed by the Standardized Rate of Change of European
Public Budgets has two breakpoints. The first occurs between 2010 (if assuming additive outliers)
and 2011 (if assuming innovational outliers). The second breakpoint occurs between the years of
2013 (if assuming innovational outliers) and 2015 (if assuming additive outliers).

The years of the first identified period (2010–2011) are associated to important changes in
the public finances in Europe. The rising unemployment rates across the European economies,
the pressure from debt levels, the low European capacity for saving (Woroniecka-Leciejewicz,
2011) and the decrease of growth rates (or the accentuation of negative growth rates) generated
significant challenges across Europe. As Table 3 shows, as a result, there was a significant
decrease in primary balance which converged to our primary insight.
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The second identified period (2013–2015) also had important changes in the regulations of
the European public finances. Overall, there have been increases of primary balances across most
of the European economies (Woroniecka-Leciejewicz 2015). After economies like Spain and
Portugal, other countries exhibited improvements in their primary balances.

However, following an established tradition in time series analysis (Hamilton 1994), we also
recurred to the Markov-Switching models. These models have been found properly useful for
identifying different states (also named ‘regimes’) in the observed time series. Following the
most common notation, according to the Markov-Switching models, we started our discussion
by considering a time series yt (observed from period t 5 1,. . .,T) modelled by a K number of
states. Let us assume two states (K 5 2). Therefore, yt can be differently modelled for State 1 or
for State 2.

Table 3. Clemente et al. (1998) test of structural breaks and Markov-Switching modelling of the
standardised ratio of change in primary balance (UE-1999–2018)

Year

Structural breaks (P-values)
Most-probable state

Additive outlier Innovational outlier
Markov-Switching dynamic regression,

switching variances

1999 a) a) Expansionary

2000 a) a) Expansionary

2001 a) a) Expansionary

2002 a) a) Expansionary

2003 a) a) Expansionary

2004 a) a) Expansionary

2005 a) a) Expansionary

2006 a) a) Expansionary

2007 a) a) Expansionary

2008 a) a) Expansionary

2009 a) a) Expansionary

2010 0.023 a) Expansionary

2011 a) 0.000 Expansionary

2012 a) a) Restrictive

2013 0.040 a) Restrictive

2014 a) a) Restrictive

2015 a) 0.536 a) Expansionary

2016 a) a) Expansionary

2017 a) a) Expansionary

Note: a) Significance level higher than 0.100.
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For State 1, yt is modelled as Eq. (6),

State 1 : yt ¼ m1þ «t (6)

For State 2, yt is modelled as Eq. (7) .

State 2 : yt ¼ m2þ «t (7)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), m1 and m2 are the intercept terms in state 1 and state 2, respectively. «t is
assumed to follow standard assumptions: a white noise error with variance σ2. The two states
model differs in the intercept terms (m1 and m2).

In a more general terminology, we can model Eqs. (6) and (7) as the Markov-switching
regression model that will let the parameters to vary over the unobserved states:

yt ¼ mstþ «t

where mst is the parameter of interest; mst5 m1 when the observed state is of type 1 (st5 1), and
mst 5 m2 when the state is of type 2 (st 5 2).

For estimating st, the conventional procedure was based on transition probabilities, which
for K52 were estimated in a matrix like the following:�

p11 p21
p12 p22

�
ðMatrix 1Þ

p11 denotes the probability of the series yt staying in state 1 in the next period given that yt
is in state 1 in the current period. p12 relates to the probability of moving to state 2 after a

Fig. 1. Innovational outliers test for unit root (Series: Standardized ratio of change in public primary
balance)
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period characterized by being in state 1. Conversely, p21 exhibits the estimated probability
of transiting to state 1 after a period in state 2. p22 denotes the probability of staying
in state 2. More persistent processes are characterized by estimated probabilities being close
to 1.

Markov-Switching Dynamic Regressions (MSDR) are common estimation methods for
testing the statistical significance of the different states, of the state-dependent means, or the
error variance. Different specifications of MSDR allow to test the statistical significance of
switching intercepts and coefficients, exogenous variables, and switching variances.

For measuring gradual adjustment after the process changes state, the Markov-Switching
autorregresive (AR) models may also be estimated and analysed, without losing the possibility of
extending the analysis to switching intercepts, coefficients, exogenous variables, and switching
variances.

For discussing the preference for certain specifications, like the number of states among
other features of the models’ specification, criteria like AIC, BIC or SBIC were followed.

The third column of Table 3 identifies the most-probable State considering the Markov-
Switching Regressions for our focused series of Standardized Ratio of Change in Primary Bal-
ance. We estimated the following models:

–MS Dynamic Regression
–MSDR switching coefficients

Fig. 2. Additive outliers test for unit root (Series: Standardized ratio of change in public primary balance)
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–MSDR switching variances
–MS AR

We will skip the full details of these specifications (available under request). For comparison
purposes, the related SBIC values are:

–MS Dynamic Regression (SBIC 5 –1.722)
–MSDR switching coefficients (SBIC 5 –1.691)
–MSDR switching variances (SBIC 5 –1.8538)
–MS AR (SBIC 5 –1.442)

Therefore, we preferred to model the series of Standardized Ratio of Change in Primary
Balance as a MSDR with switching variances. Following this modelling, for each year we got
estimates of the filtered transition probabilities which led us to identify the most-probable State
for each year.

According to our estimates, State 1 is the expansionary state and has a mean standardized
ratio of change of the deficit of 5.68%. State 2 is the restrictive state and has a mean standardized
ratio of change of 0%. p11 is the estimated probability of staying in state 1 in the next period
given that the process is in state 1 in the current period. We got an estimate of 0.94 for p11
which implies that state 1 is highly persistent. Similarly, p21 is the probability of transitioning to
state 1 from state 2. The estimated probability of staying in state 2 was estimated to be 0.01,
which implies that state 2 is highly temporary favouring the claims of Fracasso – Bonatti (2017)
who suggested that the trend for the fiscal expansionary policies in the European space is a
dominant one. As our preferred model was a MSDR switching variance, we also got estimated
coefficients for each state’s variance (sigma). State 1’s sigma was estimated to be 0.057 (the
standard error was estimated to be 0.009) which suggests a higher variability of the observed
series in the expansionary state than in the restrictive one (State 2’s sigma was estimated to be
4e-15, without statistical significance).

Therefore, values in Table 3 show convergence with our previous interpretations from
Tables 1 and 2 – there was a dominant trend of expansionary fiscal policies in the period be-
tween 1999 and 2017, with the exception of the sub-period between 2012 and 2015 (dominated
by restrictive fiscal policies).

3.3. Dominant trends in European monetary policy

The ECB is responsible for conducting monetary policy in the EZ and affects inflation in the
member countries. The ECB pursues its basic goal of maintaining a stable price level while
subordinating the main directions of monetary policy, such as money supply, interest rate or
exchange rate. The basic goal of the ECB is defined in Article 127 (1) and Article 282 (2) of the
Treaty: »The main objective of the European System of Central Banks (. . .) is to maintain price
stability«. The ECB may also take measures supporting the economic policies of the EZ
countries only if it does not disturb the ECB’s basic objective, i.e., price stability (following the
consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union, 2012).

Table 4 presents the results concerning the direction of the monetary policy in the EZ be-
tween 1999 and 2017, and following the descriptive methodology of Czy_zewski – Kulyk (2010).
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In the years of 2000–2002, the ECB conducted a restrictive monetary policy which could have
been driven by the dynamic economic growth in 2000 (3.4%), average inflation (2.4%) exceeding
the inflation target (2% and below) and the growth rate of M3 (5.5%) remained above the
reference value (4.5%) throughout the year 2000. In 2000, the ECB raised the main interest
rate from the level of 3% to 4.75%. In 2001, as a result of the economic slowdown (real GDP
growth in the EZ in 2001 amounted to 1.4% and in 2002 to 0.8%), uncertainty in financial
markets and falling HICP inflation (2.4% in 2001 and 2.2% in 2002), the ECB lowered its main
refinancing operations rate from 4.75% at the beginning of 2001 to 2.75% at the end of 2002
(Annual Reports ECB 2001, 2002 and 2003). That is why the subsequent years, i.e., 2003–2005,

Table 4. Direction of monetary policy in Eurozone between 2000 and 2017 based on long-term interest
rate in 3-year periods

Years

Nominal long-
term interest
rate (%)

Annual relative
change in long-
term interest rate

Standardized ratio
of change in

interest rate (rʹ at
Eq. (2))

Monetary
policy in

specific years

Restrictiveness/
Expansiveness of
monetary policy

1999 4.6 – –

2000 5.4 0.2 1.3 0.5 Restrictive

2001 5.0 �0.1 �0.1

2002 4.9 �0.02 0.2

2003 4.1 �0.2 �0.5 �0.3 Expansionary

2004 4.1 �0.01 0.3

2005 3.4 �0.2 �0.6

2006 3.8 0.1 1.0 0.8 Restrictive

2007 4.3 0.1 1.0

2008 4.3 �0.004 0.3

2009 3.8 �0.1 �0.3 0.4 Restrictive

2010 3.6 �0.1 0.03

2011 4.4 0.2 1.5

2012 3.9 �0.1 �0.3 �0.9 Expansionary

2013 3.0 �0.2 �0.9

2014 2.0 �0.3 �1.4

2015 1.2 �0.4 �1.9 �0.4 Expansionary

2016 0.9 �0.3 �1.2

2017 1.1 0.3 1.8

Source: Own elaboration based on the Eurostat database.
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were the period of expansive monetary policy in relation to the monetary policy in the earlier 3-
year period. Main refinancing operation rates in the EZ were reduced from 2.75% at the
beginning of 2003 to 2.00% at the end of 2003. The long-term interest rates were also falling
along with the decrease in basic interest rates. At the beginning of 2004 the HICP inflation rate
fell to the level below 2%. The annual growth rate of M3 was steadily decreasing since the
summer of 2003, falling to 5.3% – but in the second half of 2004 it reached the level of 6.4%,
which was largely stimulated by low interest rates. Real GDP in 2003–2005 remained at a
relatively low level in 2003 (0.7%), in 2004 (1.8%) and in 2005 (1.4%) (Annual Reports ECB
2004, 2005 and 2006).

In the periods between 2006–2008 and 2009–2011, the ECB’s monetary policy measured by
the nominal long-term interest rate was identified as restrictive. The real GDP growth rate
increased to 2.8% in 2006. However, already in 2008, there was a deterioration of the economic
situation, especially after the tensions in the financial markets upon the collapse of Lehman
Brothers. The average annual inflation increased from 2.2% in 2006 to 3.3% in 2008. Main
refinancing operation rate in 2006 increased to 3.5% and in 2007 up to 4%. Annual long-term
interest rate in the EZ in 2008 remained at 4.308%. Despite the decline in the key interest rates in
the EZ in 2009–2011, the long-term interest rate fluctuated from 3.8% in 2009 up to 4.4% in
2011, which, as a result, determined the restrictive nature of the monetary policy. From 2012 to
2017 we can talk about a trend of expansionary nature of the monetary policy. The long-term
interest rate fell from 3.9% in 2012 up to 1.1% in 2017. Main refinancing operation rates
dropped from 1% in 2012 up to 0% in 2016 and this level was maintained unchanged in 2017
(Table 4)

Now, we are going to comment on the perceived differences in monetary policy options
based on the short-term interest rate. For short-term interest rate there was an expansionary
monetary policy in 2000–2002 and 2009–2011, which could have been affected by a gradual
reduction of interest rates during the periods of economic slowdown. In turn, in the years of
2015–2017, monetary policy became more restrictive as compared to the previous 3-year period
(Table 5).

If we prefer to run the previous analyses but changing to windows of 4- and 5-years periods,
we got additional insights.4 It is interesting that the directions of monetary policy in the EZ
between 2000 and 2018 based on short-term interest rate in 4-year and 5-year periods are the
same, either both expansive or both restrictive. Moreover, they almost coincided with the di-
rection of monetary policy in 3-year periods, calculated on the basis of short-term interest rates.

Now, we move to a robustness check of our previous insight into the monetary policy be-
tween 1999 and 2017. As done in Table 3, in Table 6 we studied the structural breaks and the
various regimes, but now in the series of standard ratio of change in European short-term in-
terest rate.

Table 6 suggests that the series composed by the Standardized Rate of Change of European
short-term interest rate has two breakpoints. Given the Additive Outliers’ option (AO) were not
characterized by statistically significant values, we only concentrated on the breaks identified by
Innovational Outliers (IO). The first occurred in 2007 and the second in 2014.

4Results available on request.
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We also estimated MS models, now for the Standardized Ratio of change in short-term
interest rates. The related SBIC values are:

–MS Dynamic Regression (SBIC 5 0.772)
–MSDR switching coefficients (SBIC 5 1.0261)
–MSDR switching variances (SBIC 5 0.882)
–MS AR (SBIC 5 0.5624)

Table 5. Direction of monetary policy in the Eurozone between 2000 and 2018 based on short-term
interest rate in 3-year periods

Years

Short-term
interest rate – 3
M-money market
interest rates –
annual data

Annual relative
change in long-
term interest rate

Standardized
ratio of change in
interest rate (rʹ at

Eq. (2))

Monetary
policy in
specific 3-

years

Restrictiveness/
Expansiveness of
monetary policy

1999 3.0 – –

2000 4.4 0.5 �0.02 �0.2 Expansionary

2001 4.3 �0.03 �0.2

2002 3.3 �0.2 �0.3

2003 2.3 �0.3 �0.3 �0.2 Expansionary

2004 2.1 �0.1 �0.2

2005 2.2 0.03 �0.2

2006 3.1 0.4 �0.05 �0.1 Expansionary

2007 4.3 0.4 �0.1

2008 4.6 0.1 �0.2

2009 1.2 �0.7 �0.5 �0.2 Expansionary

2010 0.8 �0.3 �0.3

2011 1.4 0.7 0.1

2012 0.6 �0.6 �0.4 �0.4 Expansionary

2013 0.2 �0.6 �0.4

2014 0.2 �0.05 �0.2

2015 -0.02 �1.1 �0.6 1.2 Restrictive

2016 -0.3 12.0 4.2

2017 -0.3 0.3 �0.1

2018 -0.3 �0.03 �0.2

Source: Own elaboration based on the Eurostat database.
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Therefore, we preferred to model the series of Standardized Ratio of Change in European
short-term interest rates as a MS-AR. Following this modelling, for each year we got again
estimates of the filtered transition probabilities which led us to identify the most-probable State
for each year.

The years of the second identified period (2014–2015) were associated to important changes
in the monetary policy in Europe. This period accentuated rising values in the yearly relative
change of the short-term interest rates. As Table 6 shows, this generated a distinct regime of the
restrictive monetary policies.

The first identified period by the structural breaks’ methodology (2007) also had important
changes in the European monetary policy. Although the methodology proposed by Clemente

Table 6. Clemente et al. (1998) test of structural breaks and Markov-Switching modelling of the
standardized ratio of change in short-term interest rates (UE-1999–2017)

Year

Structural breaks (P-values)
Most-probable state

Additive outlier Innovational outlier
Markov-Switching dynamic regression,

switching variances

1999 a) a) Expansionary

2000 a) a) Expansionary

2001 a) a) Expansionary

2002 a) a) Expansionary

2003 a) a) Expansionary

2004 a) a) Expansionary

2005 a) a) Expansionary

2006 a) a) Expansionary

2007 a) 0.075 Expansionary

2008 a) a) Expansionary

2009 a) a) Expansionary

2010 a) a) Expansionary

2011 a) 0.774 a) Expansionary

2012 a) a) Restrictive

2013 a) 0.269 a) Restrictive

2014 a) 0.001 Restrictive

2015 a) a) Restrictive

2016 a) a) Expansionary

2017 a) a) Expansionary

Note: a) Significance level higher than 0.100.
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et al. (1998) identified 2007 as a structural break, this year has not been validated by the MSAR
as a start of a different regime. This is due to the preferred specification (MSAR) among the
tested specifications which favoured the idea that the series composed by the standardized ratio
of change in short-term interest rates is better modelled by a MSAR, characterized by the
persistent regimes. Overall, these insights also converged with those from Tables 4 and 5.

Finally, we observed the dominant direction for the chosen indicator for the overall indicator
of European economic policy. Based on the standardized ratios of fiscal and monetary policy,
Table 7 presents the differences between these policies, and thereby, indicates an option of
economic policy in the EZ. A negative value suggests an expansionary economic policy and a
positive value suggests the presence of a restrictive one.

We noted that in 2000–2002 and in the years of 2003–2005, i.e., at the beginning of the
analysed period, economic policy was expansionary, which may mean that in 2000–2002, the
expansionary direction of monetary policy had a greater impact on economic policy, while
2003–2005 – expansionary direction of fiscal policy. In 2006–2011, a restrictive economic policy
prevailed, the direction of which could be dominated by the restrictive fiscal policy (these years
include the time to counteract the financial crisis and its consequences in the economies of the
EZ) (Table 7).

In 2012–2014, the expansionary nature of the economic policy prevailed which could have
been rooted in the expansionary monetary policy in the EA countries related to the quantitative
easing programs (beginning in 2012) which brought interest rates to low levels. This period is
characterized by low interest rates, unconventional methods of monetary policy (the ECB
implemented negative interest rates and conducted major asset purchases in order to help stave
off the effects of the global economic downturn), next deflation and low economic growth in the
EA. In turn, the years of 2015–2017 are times of restrictive economic policy, which could largely
influence the adoption of restrictive fiscal policy. Differences in economic policy options in the
years of 2000–2017 based on short-term interest rates and cyclically adjusted primary balance
compared to the long-term business rate policy option and GG deficit appeared in 2006–2008,
2009–2011 and 2012–2014 (Table 8).

Table 7. Direction of economic policy in the Eurozone between 2000 and 2017 in 3-years periods
based on long-term interest rates and GG deficit

Years
Fiscal policy
(GG deficit)

Monetary policy (long-
term interest rate)

Economic
policy

Expansiveness/
Restrictiveness of
economic policy

2000–2002 0.7 (expansionary) 0.5 (Restrictive) �0.2 Expansionary

2003–2005 �0.2 (Restrictive) �0.3 (expansionary) �0.1 Expansionary

2006–2008 0.2 (expansionary) 0.8 (Restrictive) 0.6 Restrictive

2009–2011 0.3 (expansionary) 0.4 (Restrictive) 0.1 Restrictive

2012–2014 �0.4 (Restrictive) �0.9 (expansionary) �0.5 Expansionary

2015–2017 �0.5 (Restrictive) �0.4 (expansionary) 0.1 Restrictive

Source: Own elaboration.
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In 2006–2011, both monetary and fiscal policy were characterized by expansiveness, hence
economic policy was also expansive (including the period of the recent economic crisis). In turn,
in 2012–2014, the economic policy turned out to be restrictive, which could have resulted from
the dominance of the restrictive fiscal policy in this period (Table 8).

Observing the indicator for economic policy options based on the short-term interest rate, in
the analysed period divided into 4-year and 5-year periods,5 we noticed slight differences mainly
due to time shifts and dominant option of monetary or fiscal period. It must be also emphasized
that in some periods the policies cancelled each other, which means that when one of them was
of restrictive nature, the other one showed expansiveness.

At last, we ran a robustness check regarding our indicator of Economic Policy between 1999
and 2017. As previously done, we identified the structural breaks and various regimes, but now
in the series of the differences between the standardized ratio of change in short-term interest
rates and the standardized ratio of change in primary balance.

Table 9, Figs 3 and 4 suggest that the series composed by the differences between the
Standardized Rate of Change of European short-term interest rate and the Standardized Rate of
Change of European public balance had one statistically significant breakpoint (based on IO).
This breakpoint occurred in 2011, already commented as one of the years with the most critical
values of most of economic indicators.

We also estimated MS models, now for the Standardized Ratio of change in short-term
interest rates. The related SBIC values are:

–MS Dynamic Regression (SBIC 5 1.023)
–MSDR switching coefficients (SBIC 5 1.0667)
–MSDR switching variances and coefficients (SBIC 5 0.8741)
–MS AR (SBIC 5 0.9645)

Table 8. Direction of economic policy in the Eurozone between 2000 and 2017 in 3-years periods
based on short-term interest rates and cyclically adjusted primary balance

Years
Fiscal policy (cyclically
adjusted balance)

Monetary policy (short-
term interest rates)

Economic
policy

Expansiveness/
Restrictiveness of
economic policy

2000–2002 0.2 (expansionary) �0.2 (expansionary) �0.4 Expansionary

2003–2005 0.2 (expansionary) �0.2 (expansionary) �0.5 Expansionary

2006–2008 0.2 (expansionary) �0.1 (expansionary) �0.3 Expansionary

2009–2011 0.2 (expansionary) �0.2 (expansionary) �0.5 Expansionary

2012–2014 �1.3 (Restrictive) �0.4 (expansionary) 0.9 Restrictive

2015–2017 0.2 (expansionary) 1.2 (Restrictive) 0.9 Restrictive

Source: Own elaboration.

5Results available on request.
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Therefore, we preferred to model the series of the differences between Standardized Ratio of
Change in European short-term interest rates and Standardized Ratio of Change in European
primary balance as a MSDR with switching variances and coefficients. Following this modelling,
for each year we got estimates of the filtered transition probabilities which led us to identify the
most-probable State for each year (third column in Table 9).

The years after 2014 are associated to a different regime in the observed series. As Table 9
shows, this period is associated to restrictive combined policies.

Once again, these insights also converge with those from Tables 7 and 8. The evidence in
Table 9 is promising to be discussed because we checked there a clear change of an expansionary
regime in European economic policy to a restrictive one, especially after 2012, although the

Table 9. Clemente et al. (1998) test of structural breaks and Markov-Switching modelling of the
standardized ratio of change in short-term interest rates (UE-1999–2017)

Year

Structural breaks (P-values)
Most-probable state

Additive Outlier Innovational Outlier
Markov-Switching dynamic regression,

switching variances

1999 a) a) Expansionary

2000 a) a) Expansionary

2001 a) a) Expansionary

2002 a) a) Expansionary

2003 a) a) Expansionary

2004 a) a) Expansionary

2005 a) a) Expansionary

2006 a) a) 0.639 Expansionary

2007 a) a) Expansionary

2008 a) 0.818 a) Expansionary

2009 a) a) Expansionary

2010 a) 0.257 a) Expansionary

2011 a) a) 0.001 Restrictive

2012 a) a) Restrictive

2013 a) a) Restrictive

2014 a) a) Restrictive

2015 a) a) Restrictive

2016 a) a) Restrictive

2017 a) a) Restrictive

Note: a) Significance level higher than 0.100.
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Fig. 3. Test for structural breaks (European economic policy, additive outliers)

Fig. 4. Test for structural breaks (European economic policy, additive outliers)
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differences found for the series associated to fiscal policy or to monetary policy. Therefore, although
the dominance of expansionary policies found at the inception of the Euro project, the most recent
signals coming from European economic policy suggest a drift toward a more restrictive direction,
which converges with theses from Faini (2006), Stigliz (2016) or Lipovska (2018).

4. CONCLUSION, POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER CHALLENGES

Studying fiscal and monetary outputs, we concluded that during the economic slowdown (2001–
2002), the financial crisis (2008–2009) and during the crisis of public finances in the EZ (2010–
2011) the expansionary fiscal policy and the restrictive monetary policy were alternatively applied.
In turn, in the years of 2015–2017, the expansionary monetary policy and the restrictive fiscal policy
were introduced. In the years of 2000–2011, there were expansionary monetary and fiscal policies.
On the other hand, in the years of 2012–2017, the economic policy was restrictive. In the years of
2015–2017, the restrictive monetary policy prevailed in comparison to the expansive fiscal policy.

The above results and the analysis of dependencies in the EZ economy favour the evidence
that economic authorities have sought to coordinate monetary and fiscal policy in order to
stabilise the economy. For an enlightened answer to our major motivation, we can clearly state
that if the Euro project was born involved by pro-Keynesian and expansionary policies (either
monetary or fiscal ones), the most recent years were characterised by the restrictive economic
policies, which shows different insights assumed by the European policymakers.

These conclusions led us to insert two major policy implications. As we observed, economic
policies’ main direction tends to last. Therefore, as we noticed a long period of expansionary
policies at the Euro’s inception, it is also expectable that we will observe a so long duration in the
dominance of current restrictive policies, unless unprecedented events, economic shocks or
crises occur. Additionally, there has a certain simultaneity of the direction of fiscal policies with
the direction of monetary ones; therefore, we can claim there has been a certain convergence of
policies in these two different dimensions of European economic life. However, it would be
challenging to discuss and to analyse the probable consequences of different directions in these
dimensions at the same period.

As there are numerous factors distorting the coordination of monetary and fiscal policy, and
thereby, influencing the effectiveness of economic policy, we suggest to analyse them in details.
These factors include, for instance, the diverse objectives and preferences of economic authorities,
delays in implementation of fiscal and monetary policy as well as internal and external economic
impulses such as financial crises. In addition, there is a complex system of economic and political
integration in the EZ, including the asymmetry of budget cycles or political cycles and associated
electoral opportunism, which can be taken into account for further studies on these topics.
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